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Over twenty years of single and multi-units Management experience, proficiency in 
using computer software, ability in coordinating multiple priorities with excellent 
interpersonal skills.

EXPERIENCE

Field Consultant III
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2001 – AUGUST 2009

 Oversaw a sub-group of franchise and corporate stores.
 Ensured that overall stores condition complied with 7-eleven 

standards customer service, cleanliness and merchandising.
 Maximized ordering efficiency to increase inventory turn from 12 to 

16 per year, hence increasing cash flow.
 Able to answer to customers needs and purchasing habit based on 

demographic, by providing right product assortment.
 Trained store managers and their teams in communicating new food 

products with our customers.
 Created an environment of competitiveness between stores team on 

plus selling and sampling new fresh food items.
 Increased profit margin from 32 percent to 39 percent and sales by 

double digits year over year.

Field Consultant 
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2001

 Coverall contracts commercial cleaning with offices and healthcare 
facilities.

 Managed franchisees who had purchased their own Coverall 
franchise; after our sales team had contracted an account, I was the 
accounts daily contact.

 Ensured that cleaning was done to the customers satisfaction.
 When it wasnt, I trained the franchisee to help them build a better 

business.
 Additional responsibilities - Daily or weekly visits with customers I 

built relationships with customers and inspected the cleaning that 
was being done at their facility.

 If the cleaning wasnt being done to their satisfaction, I worked with 
the franchisee to get the situation corrected.

 Advised franchisees on things (outside of cleaning) they could do to 
make their business more successful..
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EDUCATION

 B.S. E.E. in E.E. - (University OF Oklahoma - Norman, OK)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Word, Excel,Powerpoint, Outlook.
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